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ABSTRACT

The efficiency of Accelerator Driven Systems (ADSs) for the transmutation and incineration of nuclear waste is
strongly related to the utilization of so-called dedicated fuels. In the ideal case these fuels should consist of pure
TRUs without fertile materials as U238 or Th232 to achieve highest incineration/transmutation rates. Dedicated
fuels still have to be developed and programs are under way for their fabrication, irradiation and testing. These
fertile-free fuels may suffer from deteriorated thermal or thermo-mechanical properties, as a reduced melting
point, reduced thermal conductivity or even thermal instability. First analyses have shown that the use of
dedicated fuels may lead to a strong deterioration of the safety parameters of the reactor core as e.g. the void
worth, the Doppler or the kinetics quantities as neutron generation time and peff. In addition, a dedicated core
may contain multiple 'critical' fuel masses, resulting in a considerable recriticality potential. Current knowledge
on these dedicated fuels suggests that 'critical' reactors may not be feasible, because of safety reasons. However,
for ADSs, the salient hope has been promoted that due to the subcriticality of the system the poor safety features
of such fuels could be coped with. Analyses are presented which show potential safety problems for such
dedicated cores. Respecting the results of these analyses a safety strategy is proposed along the lines of defense
approach in analogy with ideas formerly developed for fast reactors. Inherent and passive safety measures are
integrated into the various defense lines.
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I) INTRODUCTION

A number of scoping and preliminary safety studies have been performed for ADS /I-4/, which give some
insight into the system behavior and generally show its promising safety features. However, in most of these
studies the ADS has been synonymously used with a U233/Th232 system, an energy amplifier type, still having
fertile material in the core with overall good safety parameters /3/. Such thorium cores could be well realized as
'critical' reactors too. Our investigations are mainly concerned with an ADS waste burner with high loads of
minor actinides (MAs) and varying contents of plutonium (Pu) in the core. To obtain highest transmutation rates,
the 'dedicated' fuel does not contain fertile isotopes as U238 or Th232, which both has a significant impact on
the fuel behavior itself, and also influences the safety performance of the entire core. Especially the reactivity
potentials of the core could be high and mitigating prompt negative feedback effects (e.g. Doppler) could be
rather small. The implications of these features become apparent especially in the severe transient and accident
area 15, 61, and the question arises how to deal with such conditions.
To perform safety assessments for ADS, mainly the SIMMER-III code 111 in its ADS version is applied /8, 91.
The SIMMER-III code is developed by JNC (Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute, O-arai Engineering
Center) in cooperation with Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe and CEA (Commissariat a FEnergie Atomique, CE
Grenoble and CE Cadarache). The application of the SIMMER code to ADS is of specific interest for the
European partners in this cooperation. For comparison studies, in addition the ERANOS code system /10/ has
been used.

II) A BRIEF OVERVIEW ON FUELS FOR ADS

Fuels for transmutation of minor actinides (MAs) and/or plutonium are called 'dedicated' fuels, as their
composition, their chemical state and fuel form are optimised for this special purpose. They are characterised by
a high content of transuranic elements, where the ratio of minor actinides and plutonium can vary over a large
range depending on the underlying fuel cycle strategy /ll/. The highest extent of actinide
incineration/transmutation will be obtained when none of the 'classical' fertile isotopes U238 or Th232 is
contained in the fuel. At present, a wide variety of concepts are considered for dedicated fuels as various
combinations of chemical state, fuel state and fuel form are possible. The chemical state can be a metal, nitride
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or oxide (carbides and hydrides are discussed too), the fuel state can be a solid solution or a composite (a
ceramic-ceramic CERCER, a ceramic metal CERMET or a metal-metal METMET), the fuel form can be a pellet
or a (coated) particle. In addition, molten salts could be considered. The omission of uranium from the fuel has a
significant impact on the fuel properties. The dedicated fuel will have a lower melting point than U-based oxide
fuel, and the thermal conductivity will be significantly lower. This will result in a smaller margin to melting. In
addition, actinide redistribution during irradiation (e.g. AmO2), increased cladding corrosion, higher fission gas
release and pressure built-up due to formation of relatively large amounts of helium (resulting from alpha-decay)
deserve closer investigation. The latter aspect has been identified as a unique feature of MA-containing fuels. If
helium is released from the fuel during normal operation, the internal pin-pressure will increase. If it is retained
in the fuel, burst release can occur during temperature excursions.

Ill) SAFETY ANALYSES FOR DEDICATED CORES

In 151 the behavior of a lead cooled ADS with 'dedicated' nitride fuel has been analyzed. For the dedicated core a
TRU nitride fuel with 25% Pu (CAPRA type: 5.6/39.1/26.7/13.0/14.3/1.3) and 75% MAs
(Np237/Am241/Am242m/Am243/Cm243/Cm244/Cm245: 18.82/38.80/0.55/28.52/0.16/11.59/1.56) embedded
in a ZrN matrix has been chosen. This might be regarded as a typical dedicated fuel and is selected for

demonstrating its impact on ADS
safety. The thermal power of the ADS
in this study has been defined with 1200
MW and a subcriticality level of k f̂ =
0.97 has been chosen. The Doppler
constant was about -100 pcm, Peff —150
pcm and the neutron generation time A
~ 2.0 10"7 s. A considerable core void
has been calculated with about 5000
pcm and the steel worth amounts to
about 2200 pcm. Thus, the available
reactivity potentials from steel
relocation and lead voiding could
eliminate the subcriticality margin built
into the core. The coolant voiding
problem is relieved by the high boiling
point of Pb or Pb/Bi. However, core
voiding can take place by a gas release
from breached pins and a massive gas
blow-down from the fission gas plenum.
The production of He by the Am and
Cm decay could be a major source for
plenum pressurization. Finally, the
criticality potential of the fuel is large
with about 60 available critical masses.
Any melting or compaction process of
the fuel could drive the core beyond
critical.

For the dedicated core, both 'snap-shot'
analyses for intact and deteriorated core
conditions and also mechanistic
accident calculations, finally ending in
core melting, have been performed. An
example of the snap-shot analyses for an
intact core configuration is given in
Fig.l, where a reactivity transient with a
maximum reactivity of 2500 pcm is

introduced. In this figure one can note the additional influence of the lead coolant density effect, resulting in a
significant additional increase of the core power level, which would already lead to pin failures. This
demonstrates that the reactivity level in an ADS, also under transient conditions should be kept below keff- 0.98
(see: introduction of absorber rods). The impact of the reactivity level on the change of the radial power profile
can be observed from Fig. 2. Approaching criticality will change the source dominated power distribution
towards a fundamental mode one, resulting in a significant power density increase in the peripheral core regions.

Fig. 1 Simulation of a reactivity transient within the
subcriticality margin in an ADS reactor with dedicated fuel. For
comparison the same transient in a U233/Th232 core is given
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This behavior is of special significance for the propagation of local disturbances to the outer core regions. For
the mechanistic severe accident analyses dedicated oxide fuel with the related fuel failure criteria 161 has been
chosen. An example for a mechanistic severe accident simulation of an unprotected (beam-on) loss of flow

transient is given in Fig. 3. The
behavior of the power trace is similar
as observed in the snap-shot analyses
for deteriorated cores with compactive
fuel motions 151. The nuclear
excursion in Fig. 3 shows a rapid
increase in power, only stopped by a
mechanical disassembly of the core.
This would finally result in a
mechanical loading of the vessel
structures.
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Fig. 3 Mechanistic simulation and nuclear power trace of an un-
protected (beam-on) LOF in a dedicated oxide core

Under intact core geometry conditions
and only minor density changes of the
coolant the ADS with a dedicated core
seems to behave in a stable way. From
the analyses extending into more
severe transient or even accident
conditions it was noted that a type of

cliff edge effect could exist for dedicated cores with the implication of severe power transients. Only a small
prompt negative reactivity feedback may be effective during an evolving transient and the power excursion is
mainly shut-down by a mechanical disassembly effect, which means a destruction of the core. The results of the
investigations on dedicated cores showed the necessity to integrate measures against potential severe accidents
into the safety strategy for an ADS and not relying solely on the subcriticality argument. To cope with this
problem proposals are made to improve the inherent and passive safety features of the core, which finally should
eliminate the undesired cliff-edge effect behavior. The main target is to assure a 'reasonable' core behavior also
under severe accident conditions.
A safety strategy, especially suited for new innovative systems where e.g. accident potentials and failure rates of
components are not well known or even unknown is the concept of 'lines of defense' (LOD) I\2I The basic
methodology consists in identifying and evaluating possible measures against the dominant and characteristic
accident potentials of an ADS and ordering these measures in multiple lines. This method is compatible with the
classical barrier and defense in depth concept. The application of the LOD concept to ADS to strengthen the
overall design against unacceptable risks will be given in the next paragraph. The proposal for safety
improvements heavily relies on inherent and passive measures.

IV) A SAFETY STRATEGY FOR ADS

The ADS waste burner is a system with some major new features compared to 'critical' incinerators as e.g. the
sodium cooled CAPRA/CADRA reactors /13/. Firstly, the core is subcritical with a strong external neutron
source, secondly a totally new fuel will be applied and finally the ADS will be cooled by PB, Pb/Bi or gas.
Common with critical fast reactors is that the ADSs will contain multiple 'critical' masses. Though in an ADS
the core is subcritical a priori, this subcriticality could be eliminated by fuel rearrangements, caused by
compaction (earthquakes, pressure sources, after melting etc.). One has not to go as far as a whole core accident,
but already local fuel melting might lead to undesirable conditions and might trigger accident propagation.
Valuable information on local subassembly accidents and its detection can be deduced from the SCARABEE
experimental program /14/. Note e.g. that in an ADS with lead cooling, coolant flow velocities are significant
lower, so strategies for delayed neutron detection have to be adjusted to this condition.
Developing an ADS safety strategy one could first resort to 'critical' fast reactors, as e.g. to the EFR (European
Fast Reactor) /15/. Fast critical reactors are not in their neutronically most critical configuration, thus any
rearrangement of core materials implies the (theoretical) possibility to achieve superprompt-critical
configurations. A fundamental issue of the safety approach is therefore the assurance for a safe nuclear shutdown
of the reactor (decay heat removal etc. must be assured too). Historically, in the safety approach for fast reactors,
the hypothetical core disruptive accidents have played a major role in the safety assessment. The traditionally
available diverse shut-down systems were supposed to fail and different initiators as the unprotected loss of flow
(ULOF), the unprotected transient over power (UTOP), the unprotected loss of heat sink (ULOHS), the
unprotected subassembly propagation accident (USAP) etc. had to be analyzed (for completeness also protected



scenarios with the potential of core melting have been included). These analyses of hypothetical accidents
influenced and even partly determined the design of the reactor plant and containment.
To eliminate these hypothetical accidents for the EFR an additional line of defense, the so-called third shut-down
level has been developed and introduced, (see Fig. 3). This 3rd shutdown-level mainly relies on passive
measures/systems (core geometry with favorable reactivity coefficients, enhancement of thermal absorber rod
expansion, optimization of the core restraint system, self-actuating mechanisms for preventing inadvertent
absorber rod withdrawal, optimized primary pump halving time etc.), which break the logic chains to core
disruption. In its basic concept the 3 shutdown-level for 'critical' reactors relies on negative reactivity effects
which overcome any positive reactivity addition e.g. by coolant density reduction. Ultimately, the classical
initiators for a core disruption are eliminated from design and the prevention level is strengthened in such a way,
that no logical route can be envisioned to lead into core disruption, even if the failure of the ordinary shut-down
systems is postulated. This also means that no probabilistic ranking on the different initiators can be made.

One could state, that for an
advanced 'critical' fast reactor
core disruptive accidents could
be 'designed out' with some
effort and will no more play the
role, which they have played in
the past. In Fig. 3 therefore the
prevention level is displayed as a
closed box without any link
towards the 'damage limitation'
region.
Nevertheless basic problems as
'the limit of human
understanding', or the 'proof of
completeness' in the area of
preventive safety remained. More
practically, also the question has
to be answered, how to design a
containment under the condition
that having eliminated any
deterministic route to core
disruption, but still being
confronted with a significant
'damage potential'. This
insinuates to approach from the
other side of the spectrum and to
introduce provisions against the
unforeseeable (see Fig. 4). Thus
mitigative, damage limiting
measures are foreseen within this
safety strategy. Within this
framework also core disruptive
accidents, however disconnected
from a deterministic path, have
been analyzed/15/.
For the critical CAPRA/CADRA
plutonium and waste burning
reactors an additional line of
defense in the mitigative region
has been proposed based on the
same logic. Compared to the
classical EFR, the CAPRA cores
have a Pu enrichment twice as
high (45%). This led to an
increased recriticality potential in
case of core melting. For the
CAPRA/CADRA cores so-called
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CMR measures (controlled material relocation measures) have been analyzed for the safety approach /161. The
basic idea is that any local melt will be quickly and safely removed from the core to lower the reactivity levels
and assure rapid subcriticality. The extra design measures are special provisions against the potential for
recriticalities, irrespective of a mechanistic accident chain into a core melt. These ideas on CMR are in line and
influenced by a major effort in Japan to design 'recriticality-free' fast reactor cores Ml. The investigations for
such cores cover an extended experimental out-of-pile and in-pile program to proof and demonstrate the
effectiveness of these proposals /18/.

For the ADS with fast spectrum and loaded with high masses of TRUs a safety approach along a similar route
might be reasonable. Within the prevention area, the classical shut-down systems are firstly replaced by a beam-
shut-down system (see Fig. 4). Absorber rods are inefficient as long as there is a beam-on condition. However, in
a transient where the subcriticality level is diminished and reactivity levels close to critical are achieved, shutting
off the beam does not lead to a rapid drop of power to decay heat levels /3, 19/. Thus an additional absorber rod
system might have to be installed for ADSs.
A potential 3rd shut-down level in an ADS would in first priority consist of a number of measures to passively
shut-down the beam. In the damage limitation area an important issue of the ADS dedicated core safety strategy
is the removal of cliff-edge effects. Core melt scenarios analyzed within the mitigative (damage limitation)
region should demonstrate a mild accident progression and should not lead to severe energetic events. This holds
for the classical accident initiators as the ULOF etc, but also for initiators specific for ADS as the unprotected
transient over current (UTOC). For an ADS with lead or Pb/Bi cooling, problems of corrosion /21/ have to be
resolved, which might have an impact on grid plate stability and related accident scenarios. As the built-in
subcriticality level might not be sufficient to cope with cliff edge effects and the potential for recriticality, the
core should be optimized with respect to its safety parameters (Doppler etc.). In the damage limitation area, as
special mitigation, containment measures have to be foreseen. For the ADS the impact of the special topology
with the beam-pipe penetrating the primary vessel has to be assessed. Additional measures as for the
CAPRA/CADRA design for assuring a controlled material relocation might be a point of further discussion /20/
for guaranteeing subcriticality also under core-melt conditions.
The key essence of the safety strategy is to relegate core disruptive accidents with energetics to the extreme outer
edge of the residual risk. The provisions made on the preventive level should exclude any mechanistic path into a
core-meltdown. Additionally the core and reactor system should be designed in a way that no severe energetic
scenarios can evolve even in case of an assumed melt-down. Due to the large radiotoxicity potential of the high
TRU load, the 'subcriticality' built into an ADS is not regarded as an additional 'luxury', but a necessity to proof
the safety case for an ADS waste burner with dedicated fuel.

V) IMPROVEMENT OF INHERENT SAFETY MEASURES

Inherent safety improvements for dedicated cores will have implications on the multiple lines of defense. From
the analyses performed in IS, 6/ some general inherent safety requirements and reasonable improvements can be
deduced:

•Limitation of the fuel worth (fuel worth of single subassembly)
• Stability of the fuel matrix (prevention of separation/segregation processes)
•Limitation of the coolant void worth
•Respecting the clad worth
•Assuring a prompt negative feedback effect (Doppler, thermal expansion)
• Assuring reasonable kinetics parameters (neutron generation time)
•Respecting the Am/Cm content in fuels to limit He pressure build-up

Complying with this proposal should help to eliminate cliff-edge effects and the potential for severe energetics
under accident conditions. Integration of U238 or Th232 into the fuel matrix might be necessary to fulfill some
of the above safety requirements. This integration has to be performed in a way that the spectrum is shifted
towards the lower energy region to obtain a reasonable Doppler effect. Detailed investigations will be given in
1221. In the following, some preliminary analyses on the impact of introducing Th232 (in company with U233)
on the safety parameters of the dedicated core are given. The integration of thorium influences both the fuel
material worth, and also the fore-mentioned Doppler feedback and the kinetics parameters which mainly
determine the half-width of a nuclear power excursion. By increasing the negative Doppler feedback the
dependency of excursion energetics on neutron generation time is also changed resulting in reduced energetics
levels.
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Fig. 5 Snap-shot analysis of a reactivity transient in a
core with dedicated fuel and a core with thorium

integration.

In Fig. 5 a typical power transient of a snap-shot
analysis is displayed in the dedicated core with
and without fertile fuel material. The power
transient is triggered by a fuel compaction
resulting in approximately the same ramp rate,
given in $/s, in both cores. Note that in the
dedicated fuel core (without Th232) the (3eff is
about a factor of 2 smaller than in the core with
thorium. As the subcriticality level in absolute
values has been chosen identical for both cores,
the time-scales for reaching criticality are
different (starting point of plot in Fig. 5) and the
results for the dedicated, fertile-free core is
shifted in time for comparison reasons. In the
core with 30% thorium in the fuel matrix the
power peak resulting from the recriticality, is

limited and the excursion is stopped, whereas in the 'pure MA' dedicated core the power is still increasing and
overshooting, initiating a final disassembly of the core. The introduction of some fertile fuel effectively helps to
curb severe excursion behavior.

VI) PREVENTION LEVEL: Third Shutdown Level Measures

The 3rd shut-down level measures should rely on a bundle of passive measures to guarantee a save shutdown of
the proton beam in case of any power to flow mismatch. The first measure is a sufficiently high subcriticality.
Second measure is the possibility of passively shutting down of the beam. In 1211 and in /24/ beam stopper
devices are proposed. In 1211 the lead expansion during heat-up is utilized in an overflow device to stop the

beam. In /24/ a melt-rupture disk in the
side-wall of the proton guide tube is
proposed, which would fail and flood the
vacuum tube with heavy liquid metal.

absorber Further work seems to be under way. The
functioning of such beam stoppers and the
measures against spurious actions have
still to be demonstrated. A further
measure might be the limitation of
possible beam power changes. Also
passive source feedback - in analogy to
passive reactivity feedback might be
exploited 1251.

VII) DAMAGE LIMITATION
MEASURES FOR ADS

Within the safety investigations for the
CAPRA/CADRA cores /16/ the idea of
controlled material relocation has been
advanced to cope with the increased
recriticality risk of such Pu and MA
burner reactors. Increased recriticality risk
means that a partly degraded core turned
subcritical first as a result of core
disruption, but could become critical or
even superprompt critical again as a result
of fuel redistribution. As a consequence
high thermal energies could be released in
a very short period of time, which could
be converted to high mechanical loads
and stresses, acting on the reactor vessel
and the containment. Attempts have

Fig. 7 Reduction of pool inventory byfuel release via a diluent therefore been made to supplement the
subassembly after hexcan failure

molten pool

empty diluent pins

Fig. 6 Concept of fuel release through a diluent subassembly
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usual mitigating measures by another line of defence against recriticalities. The inherent characteristics of the
CAPRA/CADRA cores have been utilised and optimised to guarantee early and efficient core material removal
from the reactor core under meltdown conditions. To cope with the high Pu enrichment the CAPRA core is
characterized by a 'neutron-transparent' core structure with numerous diluent subassemblies. The strategy of
increased fuel removal from the core during the core meltdown phase is based on the provision of locally open
structures where the fuel can flow without blockage formation. The fuel removal path-ways with large hydraulic
diameters could exist as specially fabricated flowing paths within the bundle, or could be realised as special
elements (e.g. diluents, see Fig. 6) within the core. It could be shown, that also control rods, specifically the
control rod guide tube channel could serve as such fuel removal paths 1261. A large experimental and theoretical
program has been launched in Japan in the meanwhile to experimentally demonstrate the CMR idea 1211 and
design future recriticality free cores, where such passive safety measures would be installed (FAIDUS concept
1211).

For an ADS with a high recriticality potential under
core disruptive accident conditions a similar strategy
could be adopted. For an ADS, the release of fuel
from a local molten fuel pool surrounding a central
diluent subassembly has been simulated in comparison
to the results gained for CAPRA reactors /16/. As can
be observed in Fig 7 also under lead coolant
conditions, the discharge of fuel from a local fuel/steel
pool seems to take place. However driving pressures
are lower than in CAPRA sodium cooled reactors,
because of the limited reaction between fuel and
coolant. In the cases investigated finally a larger fuel
mass is left in the pool region, compared to the
CAPRA core, but the mass of fuel removed was
sufficient to reduce reactivity and keep the core deeply
and permanently subcritical. It is interesting to note
that new core designs for innovative lead cooled
reactors /28/, especially optimized for achieving a low
void worth, are inherently suited for establishing the
CMR idea (see Fig. 8). Accident prevention and

mitigation features are therefore realized. The subassembly design in /28/ resembles the proposal for a central
relocation path of the FAIDUS core bundle design /27/, one of the Japanese concepts for investigating the
potential of recriticality eliminating by passive means.

VIII) CONCLUSIONS

The ADS shows a stable and benign transient behavior in the operational and design basis accident regime.
Investigations of the transient and accident behavior in dedicated cores revealed potential safety problems in the
framework of core-melt and severe core disruptive accidents. Basically, two major problem areas exist. Firstly,
the high reactivity potential of the dedicated core can overcome the built-in subcriticality in case of any fuel
rearrangement. Secondly, any nuclear excursion triggered by such a fuel rearrangement is not effectively
hampered by a prompt negative feedback (e.g. Doppler). This leads to a classical cliff edge behavior, where
initially benign transients may turn into severe accidents, if core melting conditions are achieved. A number of
inherent and passive measures are proposed to cope with this cliff-edge effect. These measures are integrated into
an overall safety strategy based on the lines of defense concept. Shut-down of the beam is the primary goal.
Shut-down rods will complement the beam-shutdown devices on the prevention level. In the damage limitation
area, besides the classical containment measures the innovative idea of a controlled material relocation is
proposed. Ultimate goal is the elimination of any severe accident scenario from the design.
The implementation of the fertile Th232 represents one direct measure to improve safety parameters of dedicated
cores, but violates the principle of maximum incineration rates. However, constraints on the fuel cycle efficiency
have to be expected anyway, coming from material fabrication, fuel performances and safety related limits as
e.g. for in-pin pressure build-up caused by a decay.

Fig. 8 Fuel assembly with increased neutron
streaming and with cooled control-rod drives

(taken from /28/)
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